
Every Picture Tells     
A Story…



How did photographers 
express strength against 

adversity during the Great 
Depression?



Farm Service Administration
(FSA)

 Was created to provide financial relief and 

technical aid to US farmers. 

 Created a Historical Section to provide 

employment and create a pictorial collection.

 Headed by Roy E. Stryker

 Goal was to gain national support photographs 

illustrating the plight of tenant farmers, 

sharecroppers, and migrant workers. 

 Employed top photographers such as: 
 Walker Evans, Dorothea Lange, Russell Lee, Arthur Rothstein, Ben 

Shahn, Jack Delano, Marion Post Wolcott, Gordon Parks, John 

Vachon, and Carl Mydans.



Roy E. Stryker

We introduced 

Americans to 

America

His goal was to show the 

dignity of the human spirit 

during hard times. 



DOROTHEA LANGE
The camera is an instrument that teaches 

people how to see without a camera.



Dorothea Lange
 Born in New Jersey in 1895

 She contracted polio at age 

seven.
 This taught her to sympathize with 

the hurt and depressed. 

 During the Depression, she 

traveled the country shooting 

the rural poor, trying to 

represent the “everyday man”

The Photographer of the People



Dorothea Lange
Moved to San Francisco at age 18 to pursue 

her dream of photography. 

 She married Maynard Dixon, a painter with 

similar ideals, and had two sons. 

 After the stock market crash,  she decided 

that her love for photography was more 

important to her and she left her family. 

 She was inspired by Jacob Riis and Lewis 

Hines to capture non-posed images. 



 She later met and married 

Paul Taylor who had similar 

interests as Lange. 

 Together they wanted to 

show the reality of the 

migrant workers that were 

being exploited by 

creating field reports of 

photographs and 

narratives.

 They succeeded in 
prompting the funding for 

federal housing units for the 

poor migrant workers.Lange and Taylor on a Field Trip

Migrant Mother



Migrant Mother
When this famous migrant workers project was seen by Roy Stryker, he 

hired Lange to be part of the FSA



White Angel
 A wealthy women in San 

Francisco set up a bread 
line for the poor who 

couldn’t afford their own 

food. 

 Lange was compelled to 
show the "unshaven, 

hunched-up little man, 

leaning on a railing with a 

tin can between his arms, 
his hands clenched, the line 

of his mouth bitter, his back 

turned to those others 

waiting for a handout." 



 The Dust bowl was a time during the 1930’s 

where there was many dust storms.

 The dust storms destroyed the farmer’s crops 

forcing many famers to leave their homes. 

Six Tenant Farmers without Farms



Other Famous Photographs of 
Dorothea Lange



WALKER EVANS
It's the way to educate your eyes. Stare. 

Pry, listen eavesdrop. Die knowing 
something. You are not here long.



Walker Evans

 He sought to show the beauty of order and 

respectability within such an impoverished 

condition.

 He was able to portray these families with 

dignity and strength despite that they lived in 

complete poverty. 

A member of the 

FSA. A 

documentary

photographer. 

Not a journalist



Let Us Now Praise 
Famous Men



Let Us Now Praise Famous Men
 Sharecroppers in the south were one of the 

groups that were hit the hardest by the 

depression.
 They were sometimes forced to sell their crops for 

rent. 

 They were usually a main subject for the FSA 

projects. 

 Evans teamed up with a writer, James 

Agee, to create the book to share their 

stories. 



Let Us Now 
Praise Famous 

Men



 Symbols were very 
important in his 
photographs

Other Photos by Evans

 He had a way of 

photographing 

everyday things that 

could tell us about the 

people who used 

them.  He enjoyed shooting 

everyday objects and 

empty homes as well



Russell Lee
Russell Lee's great photographic work did not start with 

the much-celebrated Farm Security Administration of 

the late-1930s nor did it stop there. He maintained his 

consideration of the human condition from first to last. 



Russell Lee
 He joined the FSA in 1936

 Worked directly under Stryker. 

Created a collection of 430 photographs 

that documents his life and work.
 Majority of the photos taken are complete with 

captions from the FSA project. 

 Documented urban and rural depression. 

 Left FSA to join Air Transport Command



Resettlement Communities
 The FSA established 200 

planned communities.

 Gave the poor and 

landless a chance 

to own property 

and homes

 Communities were all 

over the country but 

mainly in the rural 

south. 

 Over 10,000 people 

were resettled



Resettlement Communities 
 Gave people of all ages stability and a chance to 

increase their economic conditions. 

Gave the rural poor hope for a better future



Pie Town, New Mexico
His photos were eventually combined together by a 

writer, Joan Myers to tell the story of people living during 

the harsh years.

Josie Caudill (daughter of the Caudill family; the main subject of the book)



Lee would photograph children to show how the 
depression affected the younger generations.

Other Photos by Lee



Arthur Rothstein
The word documentary describes a style and an 

approach. There have been many substitutes 

suggested – realistic, factual, historical – but none 

convey the deep respect for the truth and the desire 

to create active interpretations of the world in which 

we live.



Arthur Rothstein
 The first of the photographers to 

work for Stryker.
 He had been one of Stryker's students in 

Columbia.

 His photographs were mainly taken 

in the south where the Dust Bowl 

destroyed people’s lives. 

Wanted to show the poor farmers 

horrible conditions in a meaningful 

and factual way. 



Rothstein Controversy
It was said that he 

staged this photograph 

by placing the skull there

Thought that the 

cracks of the earth 

epitomized the 

depression.

 He believed that 
propaganda was 
a positive tactic to 
gain support for a 
pressing issue



Rothstein worked to show the “before”  picture of 

the resettlement communities.

He wanted to emphasize the despair in the South to 

gain support for the new program.

Photographed mainly black tenant farmers.

Black Tenant Farmers



“Dignity versus 
despair…I believe 
that dignity wins 
out.” (Stryker sums up his project)


